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The laureates

From left to right:

Mitchell Baker, Chief Executive 

(United States)

Professor Mark I. Krivocheev, 
Chief Scientist at the Radio 
Research and Development 
Institute (NIIR) in Moscow 
(Russian Federation)

Dr Margarita Cedeño de 

Dominican Republic

and

Dr Hamadoun I. Touré 
ITU Secretary-General
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 The ITU World Information Society
Award was created in 2006 to honour indi
viduals or institutions that have made a sig

for such achievements as creating key tech

the use of information and communication

on the occasion of World Telecommunica
tion and Information Society Day (17 May).

Honouring three laureates

This year’s Award was received by two
outstanding individuals and an innovative

commented at the ceremony in Geneva,
“this Award is a symbol of our commitment
to connecting everyone — even in the most
remote corners of the world.” 
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Dr Margarita Cedeño de 

Award from Dr Touré for 
her outstanding personal 
contribution towards building 
an inclusive and equitable 
global information society
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President of the Dominican

a Doctorate in Law from the
Autonomous University of
Santo Domingo (UASD) and a
Master’s degree in Economic
Legislation from the Madre y
Maestra Catholic University.
As First Lady of her country,

larly those at the lower end
of the resource scale, as the
fundamental unit of society
— and thus one of the best targets for de

communication technologies (ICT) as having

“I feel honoured and humbled to receive

work that our government has been doing,

cess, use and management of ICT as a key

our nation,” she said in her

Award. “Our commitment

and inclusive for Dominican

ment by way of social and
educational strategies that

of each family member so
that they may assume the

strategies are strengthened
through the effective use

Reaching the poor

Caribbean country that shares the island of

than 3 million live in conditions of extreme

Dr Margarita Cedeño de Fernández
First Lady of the Dominican Republic

“ I feel honoured and 

humbled to receive this 

important recognition 

for the continued work 

that our government 

has been doing, in 

particular on behalf 

the access, use and 

management of ICT 

as a key tool for the 

development of our 

nation.”



The laureates
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access to technology, and excluded from

in Geneva at the launch of
the Digital Solidarity Fund in

At that event, she under
lined that the advantages of

tion, from which Dominicans

“Facilitating access to the
information society for each
community, home, and citi

the digital era, must be our
overall national and interna
tional objectives,” she said.
She also conveyed her and

the cause of the Fund, and
stressed that it is necessary to

gramme, which would guar

we have a low level of those
with access to Internet serv
ices … all of whom are con
centrated in the large cities,”
she said. “Those that reside
in rural areas and the margin

ICT,” she added.
Part of the Dominican Re

close the digital divide by im

ty, digital literacy and human
resources in ICT. President

at achieving these goals. The
task is to make technology

those who live in the most

“ Our commitment 

has been to promote 

a development that is 

human and inclusive 

for Dominican families, 

which we implement 

by way of social and 

educational strategies 

that allow for the 

empowerment of each 

family member so that 

they may assume the 

responsibility for their 

own future well-being. 

These strategies are 

strengthened through 

the effective use of 

expeditious tool, which 

permits us to develop by 

transforming the lives of 

”

Community ICT in the 
Dominican Republic

“ One of the projects is to install 135 Community Technology 

Centres throughout the Dominican Republic. ”
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Community Technology Centres
Com-

munity Technology Centres (CTC) through

cultural and economic advancement of the

“We have focused on establishing Com-
munity Technology Centres

the hands of the most disad
vantaged. Currently we are

goal, she said, is “to build a
Community Technology Cen
tre in each and every munici

She invited the audience
to watch a video documen

est inhabitants. “Before the creation of the

have the fundamental resources to take a

Now, however, a Community Technol

member of the family. The video showed a
girl teaching her grandmother how to use a

children of all ages. “After you have taken

a course here, you feel good because you

you want to do in the future!” one young
girl said.

“The Community Technology Centre is

land, or sell candy or handicrafts have the

with their businesses,” commented the First
Lady in the video, adding that courses are

Each centre throughout the Dominican

net services. They will of
fer training in such areas as
database creation and infor

focus on increasing the skills

ability to use ICT effectively.

gender equality by giving
women and girls better ac

cess to ICT and new job skills. The centres

Community
Technology Centres

services and virtual libraries, as well as cre

community and thrive by having access to

“ The Community 

Technology Centre is 

a very inclusive place. 

People that work the 

land, or sell candy or 

handicrafts have the 

opportunity to use the 

centre to help them 

with their businesses. ”

Community ICT in the 
Dominican Republic
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And each centre will be man
aged by a committee of lo

the facilities will become the

every town where they are
installed.

In the video, a number of
children also visit the First Lady
at the Presidential Palace. She
tells them it is they who will
create the society that every
Dominican dreams about.
Asked about the Community
Technology Centres, she says
that her strongest wish “is that children like

nology, and the information and knowledge
society. That each one of you, together with
your families, transmits the advantages of

She ends the video by saying that Do

“I really would like to see the Community
Technology Centres become the highway

just society — more equal, but most of all,
more inclusive.”

Global and local

ies. When this causes certain

cisely to the increase in the
digital and social divides”.

was the head of the Do
minican Delegation at the

Summit on the Information
Society (WSIS), held in Tunis.

new technologies must go
beyond the cities to reach

through the achievement of the UN Mil

as the Community Technology Centres, that

overcome the digital divide.

“ Our aim is that these 

Community Technology 

Centres become 

can conduct banking 

transactions, transmit 

documents, access 

e-government services 

and virtual libraries, 

as well as create 

small businesses 

community and thrive 

by having access to 

modern ICT. ”

Community ICT in the 
Dominican Republic
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Mitchell Baker, Chief Executive 

receiving the Award from 
Dr Touré on behalf of the 
company for its outstanding 
contribution to the development 
of world-class Internet 
technologies and applications
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Information Society Award on behalf of

Ms Baker described the goal of the

“Imagine an Internet that is trustworthy

risk for users.

more than translating menu items on soft
ware; an Internet where local communities

Imagine an Internet where you, your

software you use does exactly what it says it
does, and nothing more.

Imagine an Internet where thousands of

interests.
Imagine an Internet where you and your

Imagine an Internet that generates not
only economic value, but also civic and so
cial value.”

qualities. “We do this by building software,

share this vision,” she added. This vision, she
said, is made real by building the software

the quality of our software, and to modi

Mozilla Corporation, represented by
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Open source software

the World Summit on the Information So
ciety (WSIS). The Declaration of Principles 

states that “affordable access to software

ety.” The Tunis Commitment resulting from

software models, notably for education, sci

striction or the need for additional licences,
along with source code that is easily avail
able to allow users to modify it or correct

Internet.

The story of Mozilla

States, announced that it would make the
source code of its web browser Netscape
Communicator freely available. This effort

back its involvement.

she said.

…an Internet that is trustworthy because security experts from 

than translating menu items on software; an Internet where local 

communities can create a local experience.

that the software you use does exactly what it says it does, and nothing more.

…an Internet where thousands of programmers are looking out for your best interests.

…an Internet where you and your neighbours help build the world you want.

…an Internet that generates not only economic value, but also civic and social value. ”

“Imagine…

IT
U
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Opening the Internet
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The web browser known as 

Corporation

From a fox to a creature 
of the sky: Thunderbird is 

application that is also an open 
source program which can run 

on a variety of platforms
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The Mozilla menagerie

frequently associated with the Foundation

Mozilla Firefox,

of the Microsoft Windows,

The latest major version
of Firefox (2.0) was released
on 24 October 2006. Accord
ing to Ms Baker, Firefox has

worldwide, and the number is rising. Data

From a fox to a creature of the sky:
Thunderbird

and news feed client, with extra features
available as extensions. The latest version of

The last release of the Mozilla Ap-
plication Suite for Internet users came in
2006, but it has been carried forward by a

name of yet another animal: SeaMonkey.

lay chat client.

International community

integrator and coordinator
of work by hundreds of code
contributors worldwide, and
thousands of testers, design
ers, writers, and others. The

including world leaders in

Because of the numbers involved in cre
ating and checking the software — and
their continuous vigilance — it can have a
better chance of achieving stability and re

the software can become truly international:

The software is also free. “We are an

of charge,” said Ms Baker. The much lower

with the creation of Internet access tools

closing the digital divide.

“ We are an open 

source project, which 

means our work product 

is available to all to use, 

free of charge. ”

Opening the Internet
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Professor Krivocheev receiving 
the Award from Dr Touré for 
his lifetime achievements in 
the technical development of 
television services and systems
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 The life and career of Professor Mark
I. Krivocheev has closely followed that of
television itself. Born in the Union of Soviet

than half a century he has contributed his

information and entertainment for millions

the honour that has been bestowed on

and heartfelt reaction is that
I absolutely have to share this
recognition with the dear
colleagues and scholars that I

with, in Russia and in many
other countries, over all these

grateful to them all.”

On the home front
Mark Krivocheev gradu

ated from the Moscow
Telecommunications Institute
in 1946, where he designed

that ensued for colour televi
sion and digital systems.

for determining his country’s

evision stations. This was in

and when transmitters and

one frequency and were dif

ice. Mistakes would have
been costly, but he succeed
ed through his methodical

Professor Mark I. Krivocheev
Chief Scientist at the Radio Research and Development 
Institute (NIIR), Moscow, Russian Federation

“ I am deeply grateful 

for the honour that has 

been bestowed on me. 

However, my immediate 

and heartfelt reaction 

is that I absolutely have 

to share this recognition 

with the dear colleagues 

and scholars that I have 

been privileged to work 

with, in Russia and in 

many other countries, 

over all these years. ”
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signed by Professor Krivo
cheev in the early 1960s for

ure and monitor international
satellite television links for the

he also led work under an
agreement with France on

munications. This allowed

the satellite link between
Moscow and Paris, leading

transmissions between the two nations.
In the Russian Federation he remains re

On the international scene
Mark Krivocheev has also been very ac

his work in ITU’s International Radio Con
sultative Committee (CCIR), which became

from 1970 and soon as its acting Chairman.

(Broadcasting services) and Professor Krivo

Under Professor Krivocheev’s chairman

ments of television, from the
studio through to the quality
of service for viewers. These
became worldwide stand
ards that still serve as the

digital television broadcast
ing and related information
services, and an essential
foundation for the global in
formation society. “The thing

joy is to view this Award as
an acknowledgement of our

deed, lifelong objective: that
the results of the considerable work that has

A digital revolution
Work on creating global standards for

digital television began in the early 1970s.

wide coordination and consolidate the ef

the introduction of colour television need

interests at an early stage so that technical

IT
U

/M
. Z

o
uh

ri
“

me with the greatest joy 

is to view this Award as 

an acknowledgement 

of our long-standing 

wish and, indeed, 

lifelong objective: 

that the results of the 

considerable work that 

has been done on the 

digital television should 

serve as an impulse 

for the creation and 

development of the 

global information 

society. ”

Television pioneer 
and visionary
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for digital television and HDTV 
were developed at a meeting of 
CCIR Study Group 11. 

In the photo are (left to right): 
Jack W. Herbstreit the then 
Director of CCIR, Mark 
Krivocheev and Ronald Froom 

Geneva, 21 July 1972
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and coordinate the technological character

fessor said.

in the history of digital television, because it
marked the start of international coordina
tion of work on television signal coding. “It

tion of digital broadcasting systems, cable

sion,” he added.
One of the most famous achievements

of Professor Krivocheev was the creation of
a single, basic Recommendation on signal
coding for digital television studios. Known
as Recommendation 601, for a quarter of a
century, it “has been enabling us to gradu

logue colour television systems: NTSC, PAL

wide standard for digital television earned
ITU a Technology and Engineering “Emmy”

of Television Arts and Sciences, of the Unit
ed States.

now became the bandwidth available for
digital television signals. Professor Krivo
cheev suggested that digital television and

the transmission of digital television signals

But the results were not long in coming.
Studies worldwide were coordinated and
became clearly focused,” he recalled.

communication Conference held in Geneva

transition from analogue to digital broad
Final Acts 

include an Analogue Plan, covering this

a Digital Plan for new services. The RRC-06
Final Acts, signed in June 2006, bind 120 ITU
Member States to switch to terrestrial digital

services in Africa, which will switch to digital
by 2020).

Broadcasting and the information 
society

Many technologies and systems have

ommendations, including digital television
and sound broadcasting, satellite and mo
bile communications, cable television and

Television pioneer 
and visionary
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Many notable new program-

mes and standards were pre-

pared under the leadership 

of Professor Krivocheev, 

including:

First draft of a new CCIR 

Study Programme on “Bit-

rate reduction in digital co-

Doc. 11/198, (1972).

CCIR: Recommendation 

BT.601 “Studio encoding 

parameters of digital 

First draft of a new 

Question on “Interactive 

television broadcasting sys-

First draft of 

Recommendation ITU–R 

BT.798 “Digital TV broa-

dcasting in the VHF/UHF 

existing analogue channels 

First draft of 

Recommendation ITU–R 

BT.709 on HDTV stan-

dards was adopted by the 

seventeenth CCIR Plenary 

Assembly (Düsseldorf, 

1990). In 1999, Study 

Group 11 produced a 

new digital version of 

Recommendation (ITU–R 

BT.709), which became the 

single global standard for 

HDTV systems. 

CCIR (ITU–R) 

Recommendations 500 

and 710 on “Method for 

the subjective assessment 

of the quality of television 

pictures and subjective 

assessment methods for 

-
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the key role of interactivity having not been

should be consolidated to achieve “a single,

munication technologies (ICT) that can serve

the global information society”.

multifunctional interactive broadcasting,

users with information services and other

fessor Krivocheev. The creation of such a

the joint Technical Committee of the World
Broadcasting Unions, in Tunis in 1996, as

Summit on the Information Society (WSIS)

ternationally, at a meeting in Auckland, New
Zealand, in 1993.

And on the eve of ITU TELECOM Interac
tive 97, he wrote that “it is now crystal clear
that the formulation of a strategy for fur

interactivity.”

Professor Krivocheev said that the strat

and communication systems “should be

achieved in digital broadcasting and the

the global information society will be one

and at any time (whether stationary or on
the move) and in any language.” It will also

sumer devices, mostly remote controlled,

services through automated interaction.

New frontiers
Building on the achievements made in

ital interactive television broadcasting and
multimedia, as well as on recent successes
in microelectronics and imaging systems,
“the industry has been able to take the

and move towards new frontiers in terms

he added. In aiming to create an informa
tion society accessible to all, he said, “never
before has ITU faced such an ambitious and

Conference in Antalya.

“ The industry has 

been able to take the 

standards developed 

for digital television 

and move towards new 

frontiers in terms of the 

information society. ”

Television pioneer 
and visionary
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Mark Krivocheev has invent-

ed, alone and with others, 

television. He has also written 

or co-authored hundreds of 

mainly on topics concerning 

the measurement of technical 

parameters, digital television 

and perspectives on broad-

casting. One of his most re-

cent works was published (in 

Russian) by NIIR in 2006. Enti-

tled “The international stand-

procedures that created the 

foundation for modern serv-

ices, drawing on the unique 

archive of materials the pro-

fessor has collected since the 

early days of research in this 

The text of the book may be 
viewed at http://tvmuseum-

1.hosting.parking.ru/catalog.
asp?ob_no=7013
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ready showed great foresight and creativity

and continues now to make high demands

and television broadcasting standards”.

A lofty campaign
Describing worldwide efforts to advance

radiocommunications as “a lofty cam

Timofeev, who, before becoming Director
of ITU’s Radiocommunication Bureau (BR),

assistance in connection with ITU activities”,

Leonid Reiman, Minister for Information
Technologies and Communications of the
Russian Federation, and Yury Grin, former

“their great creative contribution to the in

the global information society”.

In addition, Professor Krivocheev ac
knowledged “the great contribution to
overcoming the digital divide made by the

by Petko Kantchev (Bulgaria), who worked
in this area within the ITU Telecommunica

years”.

A central role

this year, Professor Krivocheev, looked back

enchanted him as a boy. “The most memo

was when I observed, on a screen smaller in

of my lifelong fascination with television,”
he said at the Award ceremony.

Without Professor Krivocheev’s contri
bution, the confusion of differing technical
standards, between regions and between

been honoured by many national and inter
national bodies, and the millions who en
joy watching television also owe him their
thanks.

“ The most memorable event I can call to mind from 

my past was when I observed, on a screen smaller in 

and produced by means of a Nipkow disk receiver that 

a group of radio amateurs, with my participation, had 

assembled in Poltava in 1932–1933. That was the start of 

my lifelong fascination with television. ”

Television pioneer 
and visionary




